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Answer the questions (11-14) according to the 
texts.

Brad can watch ............................... .

A) cartoons    B) documentaries
C) soap operas   D) cookery shows

Mandy prefers watching ........................ .

A) cartoons    B) documentaries
C) soap operas   D) cookery shows

It is a good choice for .................. .

A) Brad     
B) Ali
C) Mandy    
D) Can and Ali

This is ........... favourite character.

A) Brad's     
B) Ali's
C) Mandy's    
D) Can and Ali's

FasTEST 5 TEST 1

Name  :            Class :
Surname:        Number :

2. DÖNEM      UNIT 6

For questions (1-10) choose the best option to 
complete the paragraph. 

A) aliens     B) comedy   
C) books     D) love

A) drama    B) sci-fi    
C) horror    D) comedy

A) have     B) listen   
C) go      D) watch

A) boring    B) dull   
C) funny     D) horrible

A) talk     B) speak   
C) tell     D) laugh

A) prefer    B) remind   
C) remind    D) guess

A) smiling    B) laughing   
C) screaming   D) jumping

A) fond     B) keen   
C) interested   D) good

A) the News   B) horror movies  
C) science fiction  D) documentaries

A) boring    B) funny   
C) amazing    D) interesting

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

This film is about (1)............., other planets 
and space. It’s a (2)............ movie. My family 
and I always (3)............ Kemal Sunal’s movies. 
His movies are (4)............ and he makes us 
(5)............ a lot. I don’t (6)............ watching 
horror movies. I start (7)............ while I am 
sleeping. My brother is (8)............ on animals 
so he always watches (9)............ but I don’t like 
watching them because they are (10)............ .

This is Brad. He is a cook. He works in a 
restaurant.

This is Mandy. She likes watching colorful 
programs and princesses.

They are Ali and Can. They are fond of watching 
soccer matches.
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For questions (15-23) choose the best option to 
fill in the blanks. 

Recep İvedik is a/an ................ character, he 
makes me laugh.

A) ugly     B) brave
C) funny     D) evil

I like watching ...................... because I love 
learning about nature.

A) sci-fi movies  B) news
C) talk shows   D) documentaries

My dad always watches ...................... in the 
evening and learns about the events in the 
world.

A) series    B) the News
C) reality shows  D) talk shows

My mother loves cooking different food so she 
watches ................... all the time.

A) a horror movies B) cookery shows
C) cartoons    D) dramas

I don’t like watching horror movies because 
they are ................... .

A) frightening   B) comic
C) funny     D) exciting

Let’s ............... a movie and watch it together.

A) make     B) give

C) choose    D) play

The movie is ................ a young girl and her 
friends.

A) also     B) between

C) among    D) about

She loves watching ............... like Moana and 
Ice Age.

A) actions    B) animations

C) adventurous  D) activities

Martian is a .................... . It is about a man 
who tries to survive on Mars.

A) sci-fi movie  B) reality show

C) talk show   D) documentary

Which of the following words HAS the SAME 
meaning with “frightening”?

A) exciting    B) interesting

C) boring    D) scary

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

FasTEST 5

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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A) drama    B) comedy   
C) animation   D) action

Answer the questions (11-14) according to the 
chart. 

According to the table, Maria loves watching 
............................. .

A) cartoons    B) documentaries
C) soap operas   D) cookery shows

Cartoons are .......... favourite TV programmes.

A) Sam’s     B) Jack’s
C) Joe’s     D) Maria’s

Joe’s favourite programme is ...................... .

A) cartoon    B) documentary
C) soap opera   D) cookery show

This is Jack’s favourite programme. It is a 
.......................... .

A) cartoon    B) documentary
C) soap opera   D) cookery show

FasTEST 5 TEST 2

Name  :            Class :
Surname:        Number :

2. DÖNEM      UNIT 6

For questions (1-6) choose the best option to 
complete the dialogue. 

A) What     B) Who   
C) When     D) Where

A) successful   B) disgusting   
C) difficult    D) horrible

A) How many   B) How much    
C) What type   D) How often

A) drama    B) comedy   
C) funny     D) action

A) What time   B) How often   
C) Which     D) How much

A) in      B) on   
C) at      D) of

For questions (7-8) choose the best option to 
complete the text. 

A) bad     B) ugly   
C) lazy     D) comic

A) funny     B) worse   
C) better     D) important

For questions (9-10) choose the best option to 
complete the dialogue. 

A) Let's     B) Why don't   
C) How about   D) What about

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Mickey Mouse is a/an (7)............... character. 
It is (8)................ and it makes people laugh.

Keith: (9)............. we watch Fast and Furious?
Neil: Oh, no. I don’t like (10)................ movies.

Joe: (1)............... is your favourite film star?
Nick: Çağatay Ulusoy. He is one of the most 
(2)............. actors in Turkey.
Joe: (3)............... of movies do you enjoy?
Nick: I enjoy (4)............. movies. They are very 
thrilling.
Joe: (5)............ do you go to the movie theatre?
Nick: I go to the movie theatre (6)...............
Saturdays.

Sam

Jack

Joe

Maria

Cartoon Documentary Soap 
Opera

Cookery 
Show
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Elsa has a lot of friends. She is really ......... .

A) lazy     B) strong
C) friendly    D) honest

Kabasakal is an evil character who can’t ........
his emotions.

A) jump     B) control
C) drive     D) think

The witch isn’t .............. , she hates helping 
people.

A) evil     B) ugly
C) helpful    D) strong

I don’t like watching ............. . They make me 
cry.

A) comedies   B) news
C) dramas    D) series

It was a very ................... movie. We left the 
cinema in the middle.

A) exciting    B) interesting
C) funny     D) boring

Which of the following words is the ANTONYM 
of "beautiful"? 

A) handsome   B) ugly
C) honest    D) strong

Which of the following words is the SYNONYM 
of "funny"?

A) comical    B) lovely
C) beautiful    D) ugly

Which of the following words is the ANTONYM 
of "coward"?

A) friendly    B) helpful
C) honest    D) brave

For questions (18-24) choose the best option to 
fill in the blanks.

Mustafa Kemal was a/an ................ soldier.

A) funny     B) evil
C) brave     D) frightening

Hulk is a .......... character. He can lift cars.

A) scary     B) strong
C) dishonest   D) clever

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

FasTEST 5

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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A) scary     B) funny   
C) comic     D) happy

A) day     B) afternoon   
C) morning    D) dark

A) spend     B) affect   
C) cross     D) follow

Answer the questions (11-14) according to the 
chart.

What is on in the evening on Channel B?

A) the News   
B) a cartoon
C) a documentary  
D) a comedy movie

What is on in the afternoon on Channel A?

A) the News   
B) a reality show
C) a musical   
D) a horror movie

Sarah loves learning about animals.   
What time should she watch TV?

A) 5 a.m.     B) 10 a.m.
C) 3 p.m.     D) 7 p.m.

There aren’t any ............... on Channel A or B.

A) cartoons    
B) dramas
C) talk shows   
D) musicals

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

FasTEST 5 TEST 3

Name  :            Class :
Surname:        Number :

2. DÖNEM      UNIT 1-6

For questions (1-2) choose the best option to 
complete the paragraph. 

A) hate     B) dislike   
C) don’t like    D) enjoy

A) exciting    B) boring   
C) dull     D) disgusting

For questions (3-4) choose the best option to 
complete the dialogue. 

A) in      B) on   
C) of      D) at

A) join     B) watch   
C) see     D) play

For questions (5-6) choose the best option to 
complete the paragraph. 

A) the News   B) cartoons   
C) cookery shows  D) sports programmes

A) beautiful    B) awesome   
C) great     D) nonsense

For questions (7-10) choose the best option to 
complete the paragraph. 

A) amazed    B) joyful   
C) frightened   D) surprised

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

My father and my mother (1)............ watching 
horror movies because they think they are 
(2)............ but I hate them.

My sister Jane loves watching (5)............ . She 
thinks they are amazing but I think they are 
very childish and (6)............ .

Lucy: What’s (3)........... TV tonight?

Mary: My favourite cartoon! Garfield. Would 
you like to (4)........... me?

In this movie type, you can 
feel (7)........... when you watch 
them. There are (8)..............
people and monsters. People 
generally watch these movies in the (9)........... 
to feel it but I can’t watch them because they 
(10).............. me badly.

Channel A Channel B

5 a.m.

10 a.m.

3 p.m.

7 p.m.

the news 

a reality show 

a musical 

a horror movie

a documentary 

a cartoon 

a drama 

a comedy movie
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A) take     B) buy
C) have     D) brush

The ............... of the film are very interesting. 
They are very different people.

A) characters   B) story
C) plot     D) manager

October / .................... / December

A) January    B) February
C) September   D) November

Look. She is playing ............. with her friends.

A) dodge ball   B) hopscotch
C) leap frog    D) soccer

Which of the following matchings IS NOT correct?

A)       B) 

C)       D) 

For questions (15-23) choose the best option to 
fill in the blanks.

Elsa doesn't have many friends because she is 
very .................. .

A) outgoing    B) friendly
C) easy-going   D) rude

I like ............... classes because they are very 
interesting.

A) Geography   B) Math
C) English    D) History

It is a ................................. .

A) reality show   B) talk show
C) cookery show  D) quiz show

If you have a backache, don’t ........ heavy things.

A) bring     B) carry
C) take     D) sell

Monday / ................... / Wednesday

A) Thursday   B) Friday
C) Tuesday    D) Saturday

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

FasTEST 5

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

an asprina shower

an aspirine...................

tissue blanket

plaster cough




